The method is designed for design engineers and engineering staff, working with the maintenance and control of apartment buildings.
I. INTRODUCTION
A large amount of work has devoted to calculation of electric load [1, 2, 3] . But most of these load calculation methods and values of appropriate factors were found more then 20 years ago and are outdated, e.g., in electric power supply of many-storied dwelling houses. At this time, there is changed not only value of electric load, but also character of it, thus leaving the impact on the calculation methodology and values of load factors. Load calculation is usually connected not only with load values, but also with character of it, therefore leaving the impact on the calculation methodology. Electric load calculation normally associates with electric power supply components: selection of conductors and protection devices [4, 5] , which will be discussed in this paper.
Employers of Latvenergo Distribution Networks are realized wide range of inspection in more then 24 manystoried commercial buildings and dwelling houses over the years. The results are presented in a form of official instruction [6] . Since this instruction does not show a recommendation connecting with existing calculation methods of electric load, physical interpretation of rated factors and possible changes in the range, then it is more complicated under stable. These problems are tried to solve in [7] . This paper continues mentioned theme and dedicated to further improvement of methodology.
II. EVALUATION OF CALCULATED LOAD METHODS
Further there is discussed evaluation and application areas of calculated load methods. Widespread used methods in designing are [1] :
• the adjusted diagrams method;
• the demand factor method;
• the specific electric power consumption method per production unit; • the specific electric load method per area unit, usually m 2 . In the table 1 there are shown these methods application areas, where they are used mostly. In the initial steps mostly there are used approximate methods, but in the last stepsexact methods, as well as various methods are used in different areas. After evaluation of these areas, sometimes these methods are overlap between methods, which are illustrated in table I. Now calculated load estimation will consider for 3 types of buildings categories:
• many-storied dwelling houses (4 and more apartments);
• many-storied commercial buildings; 
III. MANY-STORIED DWELLING HOUSES

A. Approximate calculation
Loads inspection had been made by load groups depending on apartment required load P piet..dz. , which in fact is strongly linked to rated current of the apartment main protection device, in three phase case it will be ), cos( 3
where I a.dz . -rated current of the apartment main protection device; U nom. -rated voltage; cosφ -power factor. In calculation cosφ is supposed 0,929. 
where I max.dz. -apartment calculated current; I gal.dz. -peak load (run-up load); k parsl. -overload factor, which depending on fuses runup conditions normally is accepted in range of 1,6 -2,5. Testing of circuit breakers is often not made at all, assuming that thermal release time-current characteristic of protection device provides 5-6 times run-up current for 8-10 seconds without any tripping.
Because of significant character changes of apartments load, such approach is incorrect. Character changes of peak load, e.g., washing machines, working in reverse condition with multiple running-up etc. For thermal release of circuit breakers, which requires cooling time 5-6 minutes, there is not enough time. In fact, overload factor has a tendency to 1.
For estimation of incoming calculated load, based on (5), value of peak load can be written through average load . . . .
Let's assume till 20% reserve, in equation (5) diversity sign can be replaced with an equal sign, which together with (6) 
From (7) with analogy as is (1) 
As shown, load simultaneous factor "g" is directly proportional to overload factor (close to 1), maximum factor, which according to research is changing from 1 to 2, and inverse proportional to peak load factor. If its value is 5, then inverse value -0,2, as evidenced by experiments. But all average and calculated load inspections give possibility to get value of "g" directly.
These values for dwelling houses with three phases 16 -32A rated current main protection devices by one apartment are shown in figure 1 , but in single phase case with 20 -32A rated current main protection devices -in figure 2.
In single phase main protection device case, equation (11) • in approximate calculation, if sum of apartments n dz. is more then 40, using (2), there estimates incoming load for all dwelling house; • in exact calculation, from figures 1 and 2 according to sum of apartments n dz. and I a.dz. , there estimates load simultaneous factor "g" and by (1) and (10) incoming load for all dwelling house; • in cases, when variety rated currents I a.dz. of apartments main protection devices is foreseen in a design, then load simultaneous factor "g" for separate current groups can be estimated by sum of apartments. Then by (10) load by groups is determinate and incoming load P max.iev. is obtained by summing groups results. if in a application calculated load P max.iev. and sum of apartments n dz. is known, then for estimation I a.dz.. :
• in approximate calculation, if sum of apartments n dz. is more then 40, using (2), there estimates P max.dz.. , then from table I finds I a.dz.. , which complies with allowed incoming load; • in exact calculation, from figures 1 and 2 according to sum of apartments n dz. and I a.dz. , there estimates load simultaneous factor "g" and by (1) and (10) -maximal I adz. for one apartment, which complies with allowed incoming load.
• for checking fulfilling the development of incoming load, if sum of apartments n dz. is known, then from (2) determines P max.dz. , which compares with values in table I. Curves in figure 1 and 2 are used only in dwelling houses without electric heating and hot water.
IV. MANY-STORIED COMMERCIAL BUILDIGS
Incoming load in commercial buildings is determined by total area of offices. In Many-storied dwelling house with offices and/or shops in ground floors can be divided in two cases:
• in cases, when is known area of sum of apartments, offices and/or shops, calculated load can determine by sum of apartments load (in point III described methodology) and offices load (in point IV described methodology). This calculation can be considered as exact; • in cases, when is not known exact area of offices and/or shops, but in known, what percentage of the area it will take, e.g., offices and shops will take up to 20% of the total area of building, then there should percentage increase apartments load (table IV) . Since in table III is specified load for house, where proportion of offices and/or shops is not exceeds 20%, rated current of main protection device is 3x16A and sum of apartments is more then 40, incoming calculated current estimates using (13) and 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Existing calculated load estimation methodology of electric power supply has to improve by adding now data of load inspections.
Many-storied dwelling houses and commercial buildings had inspected two years in every half an hour.
Methodology of calculated load estimation has actualized for many-storied dwelling houses, commercial buildings and many-storied dwelling houses with offices and/or shops in ground floors.
Load simultaneous factor "g" is physically established, estimation curves are compiled and their range of changes is described.
The methodology is not applicable in buildings with electric heating and hot water.
